
Make security part of your client 
systems refresh
Safeguard your information with Dell Data Security Solutions while boosting 
productivity and reducing costs

Your organization might have many reasons 

for refreshing desktops, laptops, tablets and 

other devices. You might want to improve 

mobile productivity and create a more future-

ready workforce by providing access to the 

latest operating systems, apps or wireless 

technologies on smaller, lighter, more energy-

efficient systems. Or you might want to reduce 

the time and costs of supporting outdated 

hardware and software. 

Today, an even more compelling reason for hardware refresh 
is to increase the security of your hardware, operating systems 
and applications. As employees continue to work in new ways, 
you need powerful tools to protect sensitive company data and 
defend against growing, ever-evolving security threats. The 
right tools are critical for improving security and allowing IT to 
safeguard a large and varied fleet of systems without adding 
significant complexity.

By implementing endpoint data security solutions as part of 
your refresh process, you can provide advanced authentication, 
comprehensive encryption and leading-edge malware 
protection. You can increase user productivity and enable a 
future-ready workforce, while also protecting your company’s 
sensitive information and streamlining IT management.
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Address the challenges of enabling 
a modern workforce

Across industries, organizations today 
must accommodate new ways of 
working. Employees are working from 
the local coffee shop, the airport and 
home. They are logging in to work 
around the clock or across the globe 
and are using an array of devices, from 
corporate desktops and laptops to 
personal smartphones and tablets. In 
many cases, they are using more than 
one device for work.

By giving employees access to 
information and resources anytime, 
anywhere, you can boost productivity, 
facilitate collaboration and better 
serve customers. The challenge is 
to support the ways people work 
without compromising security. Simply 
preventing employees from using 
particular devices, applications or 
modes of work isn’t the answer. The 
goal is to enable greater productivity 
while maintaining control — rather than 
spurring employees to use unsanctioned 
methods of getting the tools they need.

The challenge of securing employee 
systems is compounded by the growing 
number and range of security threats. 
Attackers increasingly gain knowledge 
of employees’ routines and day-to-day 
tasks to infiltrate networks and steal 
information. By simply using the internet 
or opening an email attachment, an 
employee could unwittingly become an 
accomplice to a data breach. 

Reported breaches are on the rise, 
and many more occur beyond the 
headlines. In an independent survey of 
organizations in 10 countries, 73 percent 
of respondents said they had experienced 
a security breach in the last 12 months.1 

Strong defenses are needed at the 
endpoint to protect employees and  
data from these attacks. The best 
endpoint defense today is proactive,  
multilayered security including encryption,  
authentication and advanced threat 

prevention. At the same time, combating 
myriad threats across a large fleet of 
devices can increase complexity for 
IT teams. Administrators need ways 
to simplify security tasks ranging from 
policy setting and management to 
remote management of user credentials, 
passwords and authentication.

Adopt a comprehensive, proactive 
approach to security

To address security challenges while 
efficiently supporting business 
processes and new ways of working, 
Dell Data Security Solutions are 
designed to help organizations protect, 
comply and enable: 

• Protect: Organizations must be able 
to protect the whole enterprise — 
outside-in and inside-out — efficiently 
and proactively.

• Comply: Organizations must be able 
to comply with government and 
industry regulations and corporate 
policy so organizations can achieve 
consistent, reliable governance.

• Enable: New strategies and data 
security solutions should support 
business processes, allowing 
organizations to embrace new ways of 
working and facilitate implementation 
of up-to-date technologies. 

Protecting information and complying 
with regulations are critical; however, 
security should not come at the expense 
of productivity. Data should be secured 
so employees are free to work the  
way they prefer and access data 
whenever they want, on the devices and 
tools they depend on to stay productive. 
Intelligent data security technologies 
should operate quietly and unobtrusively 
in the background so employees’ 
everyday workflow is uninterrupted.

The data security solution should also be 
designed to enhance IT efficiency and 
reduce management costs. It should 
enable quick proof of data security 
compliance, even for organizations that 
may have limited in-house expertise.

The challenge 
of securing 
employee systems 
is compounded 
by the growing 
number and range 
of security threats. 
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Build in protection with  
new systems

Updating your desktops, laptops, 
tablets or other devices offers a great 
opportunity to apply current security 
technologies. By implementing security 
with new systems, you are more likely to 
meet minimum hardware requirements 
and can capitalize on the latest security 
software. You can also avoid many of 
the conflicts that might occur when 
you try to deploy new software on older 
operating systems.

Selecting new systems and security 
solutions from the same vendor — such 
as Dell — offers additional advantages.  
Dell supports both hardware and security  
software, which helps increase IT 
productivity. There is no need to go to  
Dell for hardware support and somewhere  
else for security software support.  

Getting hardware and security software 
from Dell also simplifies the procurement 
process for most customers. By having 
your desired security solution preloaded 
at the factory, you can eliminate 
the costly, time-consuming work of 
deploying the solution across a large fleet 
of systems. Protection is provided from 
day one, and because the solution has 

already been validated and tested, you 
can be confident that it works. 

In addition, purchasing security software 
along with hardware gives the flexibility 
to move software licensing from OpEx to 
CapEx, where it can be amortized as a 
fixed cost. 

Implement comprehensive 
endpoint security with Dell Data 
Security Solutions

To safeguard data, help ensure 
regulatory compliance and enable 
productivity, you need comprehensive 
endpoint security that covers the three 
essentials — authentication, encryption 
and threat prevention:

• Authentication ensures only authorized 
users have access to your data 

• Encryption safeguards the data 
wherever it goes 

• Advanced threat prevention defends 
users and data from untrusted content 

The Dell Data Security Solutions portfolio 
offers comprehensive capabilities that 
cover those key areas (see figure). Dell 
enables a data-centric approach to 
increase your security while improving 
user productivity, using the highest-

The Dell Data Security Solutions portfolio can address authentication, 
encryption and threat prevention requirements. 

Dell Data Security Solutions Portfolio
Only Dell o�ers a complete portfolio of endpoint security solutions

Authentication Encryption Threat Prevention

Dell Data Protection | 
Security Tools

Dell Data Protection | Encryption Dell Data 
Protection | 
Protected 
WorkspaceDell Data Protection | Endpoint Security Suite Enterprise

Updating your 
desktops, laptops, 
tablets or other 
devices offers a great 
opportunity to apply 
current security 
technologies. 
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available level of encryption across devices 
and clouds. Dell Data Protection (DDP) 
combines that encryption with advanced 
threat prevention, authentication tools 
and seamless integration into a single 
management console with enterprise 
compliance reporting included.

End-user authentication
Authentication is a cornerstone of 
your security framework. Dell Data 
Protection | Security Tools (DDP | ST) 
is a locally managed authentication 
solution included with all Dell Precision, 
Latitude and OptiPlex systems. With 
DDP | ST, Dell can offer the world’s 
most secure business laptops.

Advanced authentication options in  
DDP | ST help keep unauthorized 
users out of businesses and their data. 
Hardware authentication provides 
secure access control using optional 
smart card and fingerprint readers 
with Federal Information Processing 
Standards (FIPS) 201 certification and an 
optional contactless smart card reader. 

DDP | ST supports Windows pre-boot 
login and single sign-on to simplify 
the user experience. It also supports 
self-service Windows password reset 
through smartphone apps. The apps 
generate secure, single-use password 
tokens, reducing the number of 
password-reset trouble tickets requiring 
attention from your help desk. Apps are 
available for iOS, Google Android™ and 
Windows Mobile devices. 

Intelligent encryption
Traditional encryption software solutions 
can be difficult to deploy and manage, 
lack scalability across platforms and 
reduce performance for users. Dell 
Data Protection | Encryption (DDP | 
E) eliminates these barriers, offering a 
simple and flexible way to safeguard 
data wherever it resides — on devices, 
external media and in public file sync-
and-share services — with factory 
installation of DDP | E.

If a device is lost or stolen, encryption 
prevents access to the data. Also, it 
often exempts the organization from 
public reporting and compliance fines 
typically associated with a loss. Flexible 
encryption options range from simplified 
Microsoft® BitLocker® management to 
full disk and multi-key encryption.  
DDP | E with optional DDP Hardware 
Crypto Accelerator supports the 
highest level of FIPS 140-3 protection 
commercially available for system 
disks. And only Dell offers a trusted 
platform module (TPM) with FIPS 140-2 
certification and hardware credential 
processing for an added layer of security. 

IT administrators can remotely manage 
encryption and authentication policies 
with the single DDP console designed 
to work seamlessly with existing IT 
processes. DDP | E Enterprise Edition 
includes centralized management of the 
same features found in DDP Security Tools. 

Advanced threat prevention
Dell Data Protection | Endpoint Security 
Suite Enterprise offers advanced threat 
prevention capabilities — as well as 
encryption and advanced authentication —  
to protect endpoints and the enterprise. 
The suite’s threat prevention capabilities 
deliver unparalleled efficacy against 
zero-day threats, advanced persistent 
threats and commodity malware. The 
threat prevention capabilities use artificial 
intelligence and dynamic mathematical 
models to identify suspicious files 
before they execute, stopping malware 
from entering the organization. These 
algorithms draw from hundreds of 
thousands of markers extracted from 
careful analysis of millions of real-world 
exploits and known good files. Locating 
the full force of advanced threat 
prevention at the endpoint eliminates 
the need for a cloud connection and 
frequent updates. 

The suite’s advanced threat prevention 
capabilities also address an important 
gap in traditional anti-malware software: 

Selecting new client 
systems and security 
solutions from Dell 
helps simplify the 
refresh process. 
You can work with 
a single vendor for 
purchasing and 
support rather than 
trying to manage 
multiple vendor 
relationships.
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the BIOS. The BIOS is nearly invisible 
to traditional anti-malware solutions, 
making it difficult to detect when the 
BIOS has been compromised. Each time 
the system boots, the advanced threat 
prevention capabilities compare the 
current BIOS with a known good copy. 
The verification occurs in a secure cloud, 
enabling the suite to alert administrators 
of a potential problem.

Capitalize on the Dell difference

Selecting new client systems and 
security solutions from Dell helps 
simplify the refresh process. You can 
work with a single vendor for purchasing 
and support rather than trying to 
manage multiple vendor relationships. 
Because Dell Data Security Solutions are 
fully tested and validated on Dell systems, 
you gain the confidence that everything 
works together as it should. End-to-end 
solutions help reduce complexity and 
mitigate risks.

Today, with attacks becoming far more 
sophisticated than ever, you might need 
additional assistance in safeguarding 
data for your specific use cases. Dell  
has extensive security expertise to  
help determine how to best protect  
your environment. 

Conclusion

Organizations have many reasons for 
refreshing their IT systems, but one of 
the most important reasons is to defend 

Learn More

To learn more about the Dell  
endpoint security portfolio, contact  
your Dell representative or visit:  
Dell.com/DataSecurity

Preventing IT security vulnerabilities 
across platforms
Employees are using a variety of devices, often more than one. Dell Data 
Security Solutions support the full spectrum of endpoints — not just Dell laptops, 
desktops, servers and tablets, but also smartphones and other devices —  
because they work across various operating systems and processor platforms. 
Cross-platform support includes Google Android™, iOS, Apple® OS X® and 
Windows (including Windows 10).

As a result, your organization can benefit from:

• Best-in-class endpoint security across the enterprise
• Reduced IT complexity for your varied fleet of systems
• Support for bring-your-own-device (BYOD) programs
• Simplified patching and systems management
• Freedom for your users to work with the tools they prefer

against new kinds of security threats 
while supporting different ways to work. 
You need to protect your data on any 
endpoint device. That protection must 
extend to wherever workers are located — 
in the office, at home, in an airport or on 
another continent.

By choosing to implement Dell Data 
Security Solutions on systems when you 
refresh, you can gain industry-leading 
endpoint security solutions that are 
already preloaded, validated and tested. 
With this approach, you can enhance 
security and improve productivity while 
reducing the total cost of ownership.
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